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Abstract. It is time for Adaptive Web (server) extensions to grow up
and become generic. The GRAPPLE1 (EU FP7) project aimed at integrating Learning Management Systems (LMS) with Adaptive Learning
Environments (ALE) in order to support life-long learning. But instead
of developing a dedicated Web-based ALE we developed an architecture
containing a fully generic adaptive Web server, a distributed User Modeling Framework and a generic browser-based authoring environment for
Domain Models and Conceptual Adaptation Models. The GRAPPLE architecture can be used for creating and serving any type of adaptive Webbased application. It supports content-, link- and presentation (layout)
adaptation based (in any programmable way) on any desired user model
information. In this paper we concentrate on GALE [21], the adaptation
engine we renamed to the “Generic Adaptation Language and Engine”.
We describe the key elements that make GALE into a truly generic and
highly extensible Web-based adaptive delivery environment.
Keywords: adaptation engine, adaptation rules, generic architecture.

1

Introduction

Vannevar Bush is often said to be the inventor of hypertext because of his article
“As We May Think” [11]. (The term “hypertext” was not used by Bush and introduced much later by Ted Nelson [19].) Bush actually did more in that article,
by envisioning that the user would build “trails of his interest through the maze
of materials available to him”. This type of user was called the “trailblazer”.
It is a ﬁrst sign of personalization, aimed at facilitating revisiting information
(either by the same user or by someone else). Another form of personalization
was the addition of annotations: “he inserts a page of longhand analysis of his
own”. Adaptive hypermedia research, ﬁrst summarized by Brusilovsky in 1996
[7] and updated in 2001 [8] aims at automating this trailblazing and annotating through link adaptation and content adaptation. Knutov et al [18] describe
(in 2009) many new adaptation techniques developed to date and provide a list
of challenges for creating a new generic adaptive hypermedia system, capable
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of dealing with ontologies, open corpus adaptation, group adaptation, information retrieval and data mining, higher order adaptation, context awareness and
multimedia adaptation.
GALE [21] tackles some of Knutov’s challenges directly through implemented
functionality (that we will describe) and makes it possible to tackle more challenges by means of a highly extensible modular architecture. GALE builds on
the experience we gained in the past when developing and using AHA! [3, 4, 6],
the ﬁrst general-purpose open source adaptive Web-server extension, used in
diﬀerent institutes all over the world.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some background on
adaptive Web-based systems, and positions GALE as a generic adaptive Webserver extension. Section 3 describes the GALE architecture, stressing the modular construction of communicating components. It also describes how GALE
executes adaptation rules. Section 4 describes the adaptation language GAM,
a simple textual representation of adaptation models. Section 5 concludes and
points to needed and planned future work.

2

A Brief Overview of Adaptive Applications
and Platforms

It is impossible to give a complete overview of the introduction of adaptive
functionality in Web-based systems and applications. We will brieﬂy mention
some influential developments.
The ﬁelds of intelligent tutoring systems and hypermedia came together when
the Web evolved to the point where it became feasible to add enough functionality to the Web server back-end. The award-winning ELM-ART2 adaptive Lisp
course [10] not only paved the way for later developments but also set a standard
for adaptive link annotations by employing a “traﬃc light metaphor” of using
green and red balls (and some intermediate colors like white and yellow) to indicate the “status” of links to course topics or pages. This metaphor was inherited
by many later systems and can still be seen in some GALE applications as well.
When Brusilovsky created Interbook [9] he aimed at creating a platform that
could be used for many courses (instead of the single Lisp course oﬀered by ELMART). He used Microsoft Word as the authoring platform. An author would
essentially write a textbook in Word. Fragments (paragraphs or sections) of
text would be associated with some outcome concepts by means of a structured
comment, and concepts would be indicated as being a prerequisite for other
concepts, also by means of a comment. Converting a textbook (written in Word)
into an adaptive on-line course was reduced to little more than a press of a
button.
Adaptation is always based on information the system has about its user.
Therefore user modeling is a key component in every adaptive system. Typically user modeling is based on rules that “translate” user actions into user
2
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information. Reading a course page means that you learn about a concept. That
knowledge can be conﬁrmed through a test. That knowledge is also used to check
whether you satisfy prerequisites for studying other concepts. Knowledge levels
of small concepts also “add up” to knowledge about chapters and whole courses.
This description may give the false impression that an adaptive system really
“knows” what goes on in the user’s mind, with absolute certainty. There is however an alternative approach to user modeling, using Bayesian networks. This
approach is taken by KBS-Hyperbook [16] for instance. User actions change the
“belief” of the system that the user has certain knowledge. It is easier to deal
with positive and negative “evidence” of the user’s knowledge (or interest or any
other type of information) in Bayesian networks than in systems that just use
(event-condition-action) rules to update knowledge levels.
Recent versions of AHA! (the Adaptive Hypermedia Architecture) [3, 6] allow
an author to deﬁne arbitrary adaptation rules (in fact user model update rules)
and can thus support any model or interpretation of the information stored about
users. Also, unlike Interbook’s use of Microsoft Word for authoring, applications
in AHA! are authored in HTML, and of course also delivered as HTML. This
means that authors familiar with creating HTML can give an AHA! application
any look and feel they desire. AHA! can for instance completely mimic the
behavior and presentation of Interbook [5]. In order to be able to manage the
complexity of having arbitrary adaptation rules and arbitrary presentation AHA!
had to separate the authoring of the adaptation from the authoring of the content
and presentation. Deﬁning complex adaptation rules requires very diﬀerent skills
from writing the content of a course. We will see this in GALE as well.
ELM-ART, Interbook and AHA! are examples of systems that support learning through adaptive information exploration. The user receives guidance
(through link annotation and in AHA! also through the conditional inclusion
of fragments) but can browse through a course text in any desired way. More
support for the process of navigation and the use of services (going beyond the
single step of accessing a page) can be found for instance in APeLS, designed by
Conlan and Wade et al [12].
Although adaptive applications in the ﬁeld of elearning or “technology-enhanced learning” are the most common, there is also signiﬁcant research
in other application areas. Personalized advertising is becoming big business.
This is highly visible in Google’s personalized ads, but also in recommendations
on shopping sites, like the “people who bought this. . . also bought. . . ” messages
on Amazon. Museums and other cultural institutes are oﬀering adaptive personalized previews and guided tours or are studying this. The Dutch CATCH
(Continuous Access to Cultural Heritage) research program has spawned a lot of
research to improve access to cultural information. In one of its projects: CHIP3
(Cultural Heritage Information Presentation and Personalization) a personalized art recommender was built for (and jointly with) the Rijksmuseum [22],
as well as personalized virtual and physical (mobile) guided tours [13]. Italy is
also strong in the adaptive access to information about culture and tourism, for
3
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instance through UbiquiTO, a multi-device adaptive guide for Torino [2] and
the work on Intelligent Inferfaces for Museum visitors from FBK in Trento [18].
The world of entertainment is following suit with personalized TV guides such
as iFanzy4 [1], a result of the ITEA Passepartout project.
The main diﬀerence between the mainstream adaptive educational applications and the others is the role of the author. Systems for culture, entertainment
and business are typically large special-purpose Web-based Information Systems
with an added personalization or adaptation component. There is also a body of
research towards making Adaptive Web-based Information Systems more generic
[16, 20]. The deﬁnition of the adaptation in Adaptive WIS is mostly automatically generated from semantic structures in the databases. In elearning a human
author is involved in deﬁning the adaptation at the “instance level”, specifying
in detail how which action of the learner leads to which change in the user model
and how the user model state inﬂuences the adaptation. But this is not only the
case in elearning. Adaptive (adventure) games for instance also require carefully
crafted adaptation rules. GALE attempts to oﬀer a generic solution to authors
of adaptive websites. In the GRAPPLE project (EU FP7 STREP) the adaptation language and the graphical authoring tools played an important role. The
GALE engine can be used to serve information where the adaptation rules are
generated from (semantic) database structures, but in this paper we concentrate
on manually authored applications.

3

The GALE Architecture

Figure 1 below shows the global architecture of GALE. A more elaborate description of GALE can be found in [21]. In this paper we can only present a brief
summary of GALE.
Because of lack of space we will concentrate on the processor stack (bottom
left of the ﬁgure) and the distributed way of executing adaptation rules (a collaboration between the adaptation engine, domain model and user model services.
The former is responsible for performing the actual adaptation and the latter
for performing user model updates.
3.1

GALE Processors and Modules

In GALE you can conﬁgure a set of processors that may operate on an outstanding request. Each processor is only active when the request has reached
a state in which it can act upon it, and when ﬁnished it updates that state in
order to notify the next processor that it can start processing the request. The
actual adaptation functionality of GALE can thus be extended in arbitrary ways
by adding processors to the stack. Here we brieﬂy explain how a typical (http)
request for a concept goes through the stack. We omit details like determining
a layout for the presentation and logging for later use with data mining tools.
4
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Fig. 1. The GALE architecture

1. When the top left part of the architecture has performed its duties of ensuring that the user is identiﬁed and a session is created the ﬁrst processor to
“touch” the request is the UpdateProcessor. It signals an EventManager that
the “access concept” event has occurred. The default EventAccessHandler
executes the event code of the requested concept, as deﬁned in the application’s “Domain Model” or DM. This part is concerned with updating the
user model and will be described later. The UpdateProcessor will wait for the
user model (UM) updates to be completed, so as to ensure that any further
processing of the event is based on the new user model state. (For instance,
when a learner requests a concept from a course, the knowledge update that
should follow from reading the page associated with the concept is already
performed before the page is retrieved, adapted and presented to the learner.
It is important for an adaptation rule designer to know this order of events.
2. After the UM updates have been performed the LoadProcessor will retrieve
the actual resource (ﬁle) associated with the concept. The name or url of
resource may be dependent on UM, which is why UM updates must come
ﬁrst. The LoadProcessor retrieves the ﬁle (possibly by issuing an http request to a remote server) and creates an InputStream that can be used by
subsequent processors to load and process the data. File name extensions are
used to determine the mime type of the resource, and this may tell processors
whether they should handle the request or not. At this point GALE could be
extended with processors to handle all kinds of input formats, like images,
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drawings, audio, video, etc. but by default GALE only provides processors
to deal with HTML and XML.
Although GALE can handle HTML it really works with XHTML. When
encountering HTML the HTMLProcessor uses the (open source) Tagsoup5
converter to convert the ﬁle to XHTML. It creates a new InputStream that
contains valid XHTML.
If the input is XML (also XHTML) the ParseProcessor converts the input
into an in-memory DOM tree, using the open source dom4j6 parser.
The XMLProcessor walks through the DOM tree in order to perform adaptation where needed. The modules that may be used to perform adaptation
to certain tags are loaded by the XMLProcessor. GALE can be conﬁgured
to associate diﬀerent modules with diﬀerent XML tags. The default modules
are targeted towards handling XHTML, but any module for handling any
kind of adaptation to elements associated with any tag can be added, thus
facilitating adaptation to very diﬀerent types of XML documents, like MusicXML, SMIL, etc. Modules can change the tag name, attributes of tags
and the content of the XML elements. (We give some examples later.)
The SerializeProcessor converts the DOM tree back into the textual XML
format and presents that to the GaleServlet as an InputStream so that it
can be sent to the user’s browser (as an http response).

In GALE Modules are associated with XML tags in order to perform adaptation.
Because of space limitations we only explain a few modules here:
– The IfModule handles the <if> tag. It expects <if> to have an argument
“expr” that is a Boolean expression in GALE code (see Sect. 4.) It expects
one or two child elements: a <then> and optionally an <else> element.
The module replaces the <if> subtree by either the content of the <then>
subtree or the <else> subtree. The IfModule thus realizes what is known as
the adaptive inclusion of fragments technique [17].
– The AdaptLinkModule handles the <a> tag which is used just like the HTML
<a> tag, but referring to a concept, not a page or resource. The link adaptation consists of (optionally): adding an icon in front of the link anchor
(e.g. a colored ball to implement the “traﬃc light metaphor”), adding an
icon after the link anchor, and adding a “class” attribute to the <a> tag,
which in combination with a style sheet changes the presentation of the link.
The default stylesheet uses three classes: GOOD, NEUTRAL and BAD and
associates these with the colors blue, purple and black, just like AHA! did.
Unlike in AHA! the number and choice of classes, colors, icons and conditions
for using which class are all unlimited and easily conﬁgurable.
– The VariableModule replaces the <variable> element by a variable form the
user model or the result of an expression. The AttrVariableModule does the
same for an attribute in the parent tag. In XML the attributes of a tag
cannot contain XML tags, so using a <variable> tag inside an XML tag to
5
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make an attribute adaptive is not allowed. To make the name of an image
in the <img> HTML tag adaptive for instance you can write:
<img><attr-variable name=”src” expr=”. . . ”></img>
where the expression (not ﬁlled in here) results in the name for the image.
3.2

The Execution of GALE Adaptation Rules

As Fig. 1 shows GALE has an “internal” Event Bus through which diﬀerent
components communicate with each other. There are two essential sources of
information for adaptive information delivery: the Domain Model (DM) that
describes the conceptual structure of an adaptive application and the User Model
(UM) that stores all the information the system can gather about its users. DM
and UM services in GALE are separate services that can (if desired) run on
diﬀerent machines.
The DM of an application consists of concepts and relationships. Concepts
have properties, including a title and description but also names (urls) of resources and conditions for selecting which resource. Concepts also have associated event code that is executed by the adaptation engine when a user accesses
the concept. To minimize communication the adaptation engine maintains a
cache of the DMs of the applications it serves.
The UM contains for each user some (arbitrary) personal information and for
each concept of each application the user has accessed it contains event code
and some attribute values. (The event code is stored only once but the attribute
values are stored for each user.) Since the event code may make use of DM
information the UM service has a cache of the DM. And since the adaptation
engine needs to frequently access UM information it has a cache of the UM data
of its (active) users.
Figure 2 shows how GALE handles UM updates caused by internal event code
and UM updates received from external sources, such as the GUMF user model
service that is part of the GRAPPLE framework.
When event code associated with a concept (access) causes a UM update (for
instance the access to a concept means that the user gains knowledge about the
concept) that update changes an attribute-value in the UMCache. The UMCache
wishes to synchronize this update with the UMService and sends a “setum”
message to UMService through the EventBus. The change to the attribute-value
may trigger event code associated with the attribute. This event code is executed
within the UMService and results in more UM updates. These updates must be
synchronized with the UM cache in the adaptation engine so the set of changes
os returned to the UMCache. When the UMCache sends out some updates it
always waits for “results” to come back, because the adaptation process must
work with the new UM state.
When an external UM service sends a UM update (as a “setum” message) this
may also cause additional updates, and an “updateum” going to the UMCache.
GALE can thus handle UM updates arriving at any time from any service.
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Fig. 2. The process of handling UM updates

4

GAM: The GALE Adaptation Model (GALE Code)

Creating an adaptive application requires that an author or adaptation designer
deﬁnes adaptation rules. This process has been the Achilles heel of adaptive application design from the start. In Interbook [9] and early AHA! versions [4] an
author would simply specify prerequisite and outcome relationships between concepts and the system would automatically generate adaptation rules that resulted
in the adaptive behavior of the system. Authoring was easy, and ﬂexibility was
non-existent. As more ﬂexibility was introduced, for instance in AHA! version 3 [6]
a dilemma was born between simplifying authoring through graphical authoring
tools [3] and empowering the author through a rich adaptation language. In the
GRAPPLE project a graphical authoring environment was created [14] which allowed for easy adaptation design using templates (pedagogical relationship types)
while empowering the author by making it possible to design arbitrarily many and
complex new templates. In GRAPPLE it is thus possible to do little more than
use prerequisite and outcome relationships, and at the same time it is possible to
design the most complex adaptation you can imagine. Here we do not describe
the graphical tool but only the underlying GAM language that can also easily be
used by an author in a purely textual fashion. We introduce GAM by example (as
a complete deﬁnition with examples would be far too long).
A GAM deﬁnition can be for a single concept or a number of concepts, and
can be combined with (X)HTML content as well. Below is an example concept
deﬁnition7 for a concept http://gale.win.tue.nl/elearning.xhtml (that can of
course be referred to as elearning.xhtml by other concepts on the same server):
7
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<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<html xmlns=http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml
xmlns:gale=”http://gale.tue.nl/adaptation”>
<head>
<meta name=”gale.dm” content=”
{ #[visited]:Integer ‘0‘ {
event ‘if (${#suitability} && ${#read} < 100)
#{#read, 100};
else if (!${#suitability} && ${#read} < 35)
#{#read, 35};‘}
#knowledge:Integer ¡ avg(new Object[]
{${<=(parent)#knowledge},${#read}}).intValue()‘
#[read]:Integer ‘0‘
#suitability:Boolean ‘true‘
event ‘#{#visited, ${#visited}+1};‘ } ” />
< /head>
<body>
<p>This page is a placeholder for the elearning
concept.</p>
< /body>
< /html>
The example code has the following semantics:
– #[visited]:Integer ‘0‘ means that this concept has a UM attribute called
“visited”; it is an integer and is initialized with the value 0. The brackets
[. . . ] indicate that the value of this attribute is stored permanently.
– The code event ‘#{#visited, ${#visited}+1};‘ } means that when the concept is accessed the value of the “visited” attribute in increased by 1.
– When the value of “visited” changes its event code is executed which updates
the “read” attribute.
– The attribute “read” is also an integer; it is also stored or persistent.
– The attribute “knowledge” is an integer which is not stored but calculated
from the “read” value and the list of “knowledge” values of the children of
the “elearning” concept.
– The attribute “suitability” is a Boolean, which is “true” by default. This too
is not stored but calculated when needed. If there were prerequisites for the
“elearning” concept there would be an expression that deﬁnes the condition
for the concept to become suitable.
Another concept can “inherit” this adaptation (GAM) code as follows:
<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<html xmlns=http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml
xmlns:gale=”http://gale.tue.nl/adaptation”>
<head>
<meta name=”gale.dm” content= {->(extends)
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http://gale.win.tue.nl/elearning.xhtml}” />
< /head>
<body>
<p>This page uses the elearning template.</p>
< /body>
< /html>
When a whole application domain is stored in a single ﬁle the “meta” element
for the concepts/pages may look like:
<meta name=’gale.dm’ content=’redirect:course.gam’ />
and the ﬁle “course.gam” might have contents like:
welcome.xhtml {
->(extends)http://gale.win.tue.nl/elearning.xhtml
->(extends)layout.xhtml
< −(parent)gale.xhtml
< −(parent)gat.xhtml
}
gale.xhtml {
->(extends)welcome.xhtml
->(parent)welcome.xhtml
}
gat.xhtml {
-> (extends)welcome.xhtml
->(parent)welcome.xhtml
}
layout.xhtml {
#layout:String ‘
<struct cols=”250px;*”>
<view name=”static-tree-view” />
<struct rows=”60px;*;40px”>
<view name=”ﬁle-view” ﬁle=”gale:/header.xhtml” />
<content />
<p><hr />Next suggested concept to study:
<view name=”next-view” /></p>
< /struct>
< /struct> ‘
}
Again we do not explain this code but just illustrate that code can be shared
between diﬀerent concepts/pages, and can be placed in individual ﬁles or combined into a single GAM ﬁle. An adaptation designer can create the ﬁle “elearning.xhtml” and an application (or course) designer can use the adaptation deﬁnes
by the designer by simply “extending” that deﬁnition and by deﬁning relationships (like “parent”) between concepts.
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When authoring through GRAPPLE’s graphical tool similar templates are
used, but instead of “extending” concepts to inherit attribute deﬁnitions and
adaptation rules templates are “instantiated” (through copying). In terms of
adaptive functionality this makes no diﬀerence.
The event code in GAM is essentially arbitrary Java code, in which some
shorthand notation is used to refer to properties and attributes of concepts. The
shorthand can be summarized as follows:
– Attributes are accessed by using # and properties by using? as part of the
syntax of URIs. http://gale.win.tue.nl/someconcept#knowledge refers to the
knowledge value for “someconcept” for the current user and #knowledge
refers to the knowledge value for the concept to which the code is associated.
http://gale.win.tue.nl/someconcept?title refers to the title property of the
concept.
– someconcept->(somerelation) represents the list of concepts to which “someconcept”’ has the relation “somerelation”.
– someconcept<-(somerelation) represents the list of concepts that have a
“somerelation” relation to “someconcept”.
– ${#knowledge} is the syntax used to retrieve the value of the knowledge
attribute.
– #{#knowledge, 100} is the syntax used to set the value of the knowledge
attribute (to 100 in this example).
Using this explanation we can now understand the Java code
GaleUtil.avg(new Object[]
{${<-(parent)#knowledge},${#read}}).intValue(),
which executes a GALE utility method “avg” on the list composed of all the
“knowledge” values of all concepts with a parent relationship to the current
concept and the “read” value of the current concept, and which then returns
this value rounded to the nearest integer. Such expressions can be used not
only in concept and adaptation rule deﬁnitions but also in pages, for instance
in the expression of an <if> tag. Typically these expressions would be simple,
like <if expr=”${#visited}==1”><then>This appears on the ﬁrst visit only
</then></if>.
The easiest way to understand and create GAM adaptation code is to look at
examples and tutorial material from the GALE website gale.win.tue.nl.

5

Conclusions and Further Work

In the quest for the ultimate powerful, ﬂexible and easy to use adaptive application (authoring and delivery) platform GALE is the most recent attempt. The
research area of adaptive Web-based hypermedia systems has evolved from easy
to use but very rigid systems (e.g. Interbook [9]) to powerful, ﬂexible and extensible systems (ﬁrst AHA! [3, 4, 6], now GALE) for which unleashing its power
and oﬀering very simple authoring environments is an immense challenge.
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In this paper we have explained the modular and highly conﬁgurable and extensible architecture of GALE and the powerful GAM adaptation language, and
have shown how we have attempted to keep authoring simple by reusing adaptation deﬁnitions created by others. Within the GRAPPLE project a graphical
authoring environment was created as well. In the future (planned before the
presentation of this paper) we will investigate how the graphical and textual
authoring methods compare in terms of acceptance by authors. As part of this
process more templates (for both authoring environments) will be created and
more modules and processors added to GALE as well.
GALE is already being used by researchers in diﬀerent parts of the world and
by companies wishing to start delivering adaptive training material. This will
inevitably lead to the discovery of new requirements for more powerful functionality for the next generation adaptive systems, so the quest for the ultimate
adaptive system continures.
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